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Abstract


Machine Comprehension and Question Answering is the task of answering a question 
based on a given context. The task needs to be carried out by the computer and this 
paper introduces to an end-to-end model for question answering. The model combines 
the idea of Bi-Directional Attention Flow (BiDAF) network along with high performing 
bidirectional Gated Recurrent Units to achieve a F1 score of 39.73 which is comparable 
to the performance of state of the art models on the SQuAD dataset.


1. Introduction 

With the improvements in the state of the art models for Natural Language Processing, 
the task of machine comprehension for question answering has gained widespread 
importance.  The task involves the machine answering a given question based on the 
provided context. The answers are a sub phrase of the context with the model 
predicting the starting and the ending word of the chosen sub phrase. 


The task of Machine Comprehension for question answering has gained significant 
research attention with the publication of the SQuAD dataset �  The dataset has 
inspired significant number of research papers int eh field of question-answers and 
continuously poses a challenge for the researchers to beat the models leading the 
leaderboard. F1/EM score has been used to compare our model with the baseline 
model and for complete evaluation the results of the leaderboards have also been 
charted.


This paper presents our model for the task of machine comprehension for question 
answering on the SQuAD dataset. The results have been achieved by incorporating the 
high performing Bi-Directional Attention Flow (BiDAF) model as a substitute for the 
attention layer in the baseline model and the F1/EM scores have been compared and 
listed. Another improvement from the baseline models is the use of the bidirectional 
Gated Recurrent Units instead of vanilla RNNs in our encoder layer. They have 
provided some improvement over the baseline model as well.
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2. Related Work 

There has been significant work in this area over the past few year with the publication 
of the dataset. Some of the notable high performing models have been highlighted 
across the paper and certain inspiration has been gathered from these works. Dynamic 
co-attention networks proposed by Xiong et al. [2016]  were one of the first models to 
achieve impressive performance of this task, they proposed the co-attention layer 
which attended to both the question and the context simultaneously �   Chen et al. 
[2016] used simple bilinear term for computing the attention weights in the same model 
to drastically improve the accuracy. Wang et al. [2017] introduced many techniques like  
self matching layers and pointer networks based output layers.  


3. Model 
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3.1    Contextual Embedding Layer 

The Context is represented by a d-dimensional vector � which are the 
word embeddings for the Context. Similarly the Context is represented by a sequence 
of d-dimensional word embeddings � . These are fixed pre-trained GloVe 
embeddings�  


3.2    Encoding Layer 

The embeddings are then fed into bi-directional GRU layer which acts as the encoder 
for eh context and the question embeddings. It outputs a sequence of hidden states 
for both the context as well as the questions embeddings as follows:


	 	 	 	 �  

	 	 	 	 � 


The bidirectional GRUs produce a sequence of forward hidden states ( �  for the 
context and �  for the question where h is the number of hidden GRU units) and 
a sequence of backward hidden states ( �  and � ). The bidirectional GRU 
concatenates these states to produce context hidden states �  and question hidden 
states �  which are give as follows:


	 	 	 	 � 

	 	 	 	 � 


3.3    Attention Layer 

3.3.1    Basic Attention Flow 

The basic attention flow layer applies a dot product between the context hidden states 
�  and question hidden states � . For context hidden state the attention distribution 
�  is computed as follows :


	 	 	 	 � 

	 	 	 	 � 


The attention output is a linear combination of the attention distribution and the 
question hidden states for each context hidden state and the output is then given by:


x1, …, xn ∈ ℝd

q1, …, qn ∈ ℝd

.[3]

{c1, c2, …, cN, cN} = biGRU({x1, …, xN})
{q1, q2, …, qM, qM} = biGRU({y1, …, yM})

ci ∈ ℝh

qj ∈ ℝh

ci ∈ ℝh qj ∈ ℝh

ci
qj

ci = [ci , ci ] ∈ ℝ2h ∀i ∈ {1,…, N}
qj = [qj , qj] ∈ ℝ2h ∀j ∈ {1,…, M}

ci qj
αi ∈ ℝM

ei = [cT
i q1, …, cT

i qM] ∈ ℝM

αi = sof tma x(ei) ∈ ℝM
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	 	 	 	 � 


The attention outputs are then concatenated to the context hidden state to produce 
the blended representation � :


	 	 	 	 � 


3.3.2    BiDirectional Attention Flow 

The BiDAF is a high performing SQuAD model�  The core part of the model dictates 
that the attention flows in both the directions. Hence the context attends to the 
questions as well as the questions attend to the context. The BiDAF model has been 
described as follows :


�  are context hidden states. 

�  are question hidden states.


We define a similarity matrix �  which contains the similarity score �  for each 
pair �  of the context and the hidden states.


	 	 	 	 � 


�  is the weight vector.


Context-to-Question (C2Q) Attention 

The attention distribution as described in the basic model is given by :


	 	 	 	 � 


The attention distribution is linearly distributed over the question hidden states to gove 
the attention outputs as follows :


	 	 	 	 � 


Question-to-Context (Q2C) Attention 

For each context location �  we take the maximum of corresponding row 
of similarity matrix :


ai = ΣM
j=1α

i
j qj ∈ ℝ2h

bi

bi = [ci; ai] ∈ ℝ4h ∀i{1,…, N}
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c1, …, cN ∈ ℝ2h

q1, …, qN ∈ ℝ2h

S ∈ ℝN×M Sij
(ci, qj)

Sij = wT
sim[ci; qj; ci ⊙ qj] ∈ ℝ

wsim ∈ ℝ6h

αi = sof tma x(Si,:) ∈ ℝM ∀i ∈ {1,…, N}

ai = ΣM
j=1α

i
j qj ∈ ℝ2h ∀i ∈ {1…, N}

i ∈ {1,…, N}
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	 	 	 	 � 


Softmax over the resulting vector �  gives an attention distribution �  over 
the context locations


	 	 	 	 � 


The Q2C output is calculated as the linear combination of teh attention distribution and 
the context hidden states :


	 	 	 	 � 


Now, for each context location �  we obtain the blended representation of 
the the output as :


	 	 	 	 � 


Hence the output of this layer we obtain �  matrix.


3.4    Output Layer 

Each of the blended representations �  are fed through fully connected layer followed 
by a ReLU non-linearity:


	 	 	 	 � 


where �  and �  are weight and bias vector. 


A score is then assigned to each context location i as follows :


	 	 	 	 � 


where �  are the weight vector and the bias term 
respectively. 


Finally the softmax is applied to obtain the probability distribution �  over the 
context locations � :


	 	 	 	 � 


The probability of �  is computed in the same way.


mi = ma xjSij ∈ ℝ ∀i ∈ {1,…, N}

m ∈ ℝN β ∈ ℝN

β = sof tma x(m) ∈ ℝN

c′� = ΣN
i=1βici ∈ ℝ2h

i ∈ {1,…, N}

bi = [ci; ai; ci ⊙ ai; ci ⊙ c′ �] ∈ ℝ8h ∀i ∈ {1,…, N}

ℝ8h

bi

b′�i = ReLU(WFCbi + vFC) ∈ ℝh ∀i ∈ {1,…, N}

WFC ∈ ℝh×4h vFC ∈ ℝh

logitsstart
i = wT

startb′ �i + ustart ∈ ℝ∀i ∈ {1,…, N}

wstart ∈ ℝh and ustart ∈ ℝ

pstart

{1,…, N}

pstart = sof tma x(logitsstart) ∈ ℝN

pend
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3.5    Loss and Prediction 

The loss function is the sum of cross-entropy loss for the start and the end locations. If 
the predicted start and the end locations are  �  and �  
respectively, then loss for a single example is :


	 	 	 	 � 


The prediction for simply taken as :


	 	 	 	 � 

	 	 	 	 � 


the loss is then minimized according to the Adam Optimizer across training average.


4. Experiments 

4.1    Dataset 

Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD), Rajpurkar et al. [2016] is a reading 
comprehension dataset, consisting of of questions posed by crowd workers on a set of 
Wikipedia articles, where the answer to every question is a span form the 
corresponding reading passage with a fixed starting and ending word. The question 
might be unanswerable. The dataset has 100,000+ question- answer pairs taken from 
500+ articles. 


4.2    Implementation Details 

Both the Baseline as well as the improved models have been trained on Tensorflow-1.4 
with python 2.7 on a MacBook Air 2015 hardware machine. The training has been done 
for 2000 training pairs for both the models and the results have been contrasted for the 
same. The visualizations show an improving trend in the F1/EM score and it has been 
suggested an ideal iteration training number to be around 15k pairs. The machine that 
could be used for the purpose is Azure NV6.


4.3    Hyperparameters 

The hyperparameter tuning has been done using the Development set. The Cross 
Entropy loss was used between the predicted start and the end probabilities of the 
answer and the true span for training the complete network. The Adam Optimizer has 
been used with a learning rate of 0.001. A Gradient clipping norm of 5. 0 has been 
used to avoid the vanishing gradient problem. The dropout rate has been taken to be 
0.15 which are the fraction of units randomly dropped on non-recurrent connections. 

istart ∈ {1,…, N} iend ∈ {1,…, N}

loss = − log pstart(istart) − log pend(iend)

lstart = argma xN
i=1pstart

i
lend = argma xN

i=1pend
i
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The batch size of 100,  hidden size of 200, context size of 600, question size of 30 and 
embedding size of 100 have been taken for the training purpose.


4.4    Results 

The results for the baseline model and our model have been compared as follows:





Model F1 EM
Baseline model with simple attention layer 32.84 23.66

BiDAF model (Described model) 39.73 28.67
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5. Conclusion and Future Work 

It has been therefore proved that an improvement in the attention layer of the baseline 
model has a significant improvement in the model results with the F1 score being 29.73 
and the EM score being 28.67. 


However there are several other improvements that could further improve the results. 
Firstly, a character level embedding could be performed at the contextual layer using 
the Char-CNN model. Moreover the attentional layer could be complemented with self-
attention and co-attention models to improve the ensemble average. Lastly, through 
hyper parameter tuning could be performed to further improve the results.
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